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34-7070-200 CONSOLE
Visionaire is now shipping a new and better console with our 7070 models of A/C. It has greater
air distribution and is easier to install – not to mention looks great. In addition to the newer
console, we are also using a robust and more rugged solenoid valve for the heater circuit that is
much more reliable and not as acceptable to leaks. The pictures that follow are some of the
changes and are part of our continued effort to supply the best quality to customers.
This is how console looks out of
the shipping box. You should
have the console, wire harness
extension, and snap in louvers.

Remove the two thumb screws and
the retaining metal hold down then the filter will slide out of
the plastic, there are tabs in
the filter opposite of the thumb
screws.

With the filter off you will have
access to the wiring harness and
will be easier to hook up.
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There are 4 holes (one in each
corner) that will align with the
unit, make sure the blower outlet
is to the side of the switches of
the console. Use 5/16 – 18 bolts
with a flat washer(not provided),
size accordingly to your roof
thickness. You may need to seal
the discharge area with foam to
direct air into console
Reach up into the return air side
of the unit on the roof and pull
down the wire pigtail. If it
will reach, plug it directly into
the console. If it is short we
have added an extension that can
only be installed in one
direction.

Clip the water tight connections
together and push the wires back
up into the return air side of
the unit.

Reinstall the filter, make sure
the tabs are to the bottom and
are inserted into the slots in
the console.
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Align the filter hold down piece
and fasten with thumb screws. An
added benefit is this filter is
easy to remove and can be rinsed
with a garden hose for cleaning.

Snap in the remaining louvers, it
is best if they all face one
direction – but they are easily
removed and turned to your
liking.

Bonus upgrade:
Pictures of a new heavy duty
solenoid valve along with the
same heat trigger terminal. A
new wiring diagram is added to
ship with the units and the
difference is internal to the
unit and should have little
impact on the end user.
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